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▪ U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission: “Transactions which 

create or maintain an artificial price for a trade-able security.” 

An “artificial price” is any price different from one which would 

prevail in a free market.

▪ The project focuses on a particular type of market 

manipulation: the “pump-and-dump”. A pump-and-dump is a 

form of market manipulation that typically has three steps:

1. Acquire shares in a company

2. Inflate the prices of a company through dissemination of 

false or misleading statements

3. Sell shares in the company at the inflated price for a 

profit

▪ 50% of manipulated stocks are penny stocks trading in 

over-the-counter (OTC) markets (Renault, 2016).

What is Market 
Manipulation?



Process
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Simple Statistical 
Models

Machine Learning 
Algorithms

Filtering Irrelevant Anomalies

Factor 
Analysis

Economic 
News

Social 
Media 

and Other 
Data

Anomaly 
Identification

Post –
processed 
anomalies

1. Simple statistical and machine learning models can detect anomalies based on price and volume data

2. Anomalies must be narrowed down to likely cases by eliminating price/volume movements explainable by 
factor returns, economic news, or legitimate (non-manipulative) company related news



Tasks

▪ Review literature on detection of market manipulation and pump and dumps

▪ Create labeled dataset of market manipulation cases

▪ Consider permutations of price and volume, including measures of volatility, 

momentum, as model features.

▪ Add general market performance, via factor returns, as model feature

Phase 1 : 
Literature review 
and data 
gathering

Phase 3: 
Feature 
Engineering

Operating plan
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Phase 2 : Model 
Evaluation 

Phase 4: 
News and Social 
Media

▪ Add economic news/ sentiment

▪ Add company specific news and social media sentiment

▪ Evaluate supervised and unsupervised models for anomaly detection

▪ Select simple models as basis for market manipulation detection algorithm



Data Gathering – Market Manipulation Cases
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▪ The team examined over ~5,000 civil actions conducted by the SEC between  1996 and 2020. These included 
~500 related to market manipulation, and 50 for which the defendants were ultimately convicted of pump-
and-dumps.

▪ ~8 pump-and-dumps were ultimately selected as good test cases, with clearly identified dates.

▪ The algorithms were also tested on a machine generated Time Series Anomaly benchmark. 



Data Gathering- Factor Data
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▪ We managed to collect 4145 pieces of factor return data, starting from ‘2005-01’

▪ We took 3191 of them, since daily factor returns data began in ‘2008-07’

▪ Features: Momentum, Value, Growth, Size, Volatility, Profitability, DivYield, Leverage, Earnings and Activity

▪ For factor analysis we dropped ticker DPRK as the market manipulation happened before 2008



Simple statistical models demonstrated high recall but low precision in identifying manipulation

Evaluation of Unsupervised Models
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Supervised models showed good results that improved when factor returns were added

Evaluation of Supervised Approaches
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Social Media (Twitter) Analysis

▪ According to the SEC, a decent portion of market manipulation cases are done via spreading false 

information on Twitter.

▪ Manipulators looks to create either hype or fear around a particular stock to drive to stock price in 

either upwards or downwards direction.

▪ In those cases, it would be helpful to analyze both the volume and sentiment distribution of the 

recent tweets.



Gathering Twitter Data
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▪ Necessary libraries: tweepy, textblob, pandas, re.

▪ Tweepy is a wrapper package for Twitter API. 

▪ To set up Twitter API using tweepy, a twitter developer account is needed to get API keys. 

▪ Then download tweets using that contains predefined search term, in this case, we use the $FTCH as example, 
a small cap e-commerce stock. 

▪ Get date & time of each tweet. 



Twitter ‘Volume’ Analysis
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▪ Assumption: manipulation usually results in dramatically increased attention around a particular stock.

▪ In the actual case of manipulation, we shall see an increase in tweet volume.

▪ Code to analyze volume:

▪ Graph of volume for ‘$FTCH’ for the week from 12/01 to 12/09: 



Sentiment Analysis
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▪ Besides volume, it is also helpful to look at the sentiments within those tweets. 

▪ To analyze sentiments, we will use a naive bayes model. For each tweet, it offers a probability from 0 to 1, 
where 1 is absolutely positive, and 0 is absolutely negative. 

▪ Achieved in Python using a package called ‘Textblob’. 

▪ Graph of sentiment distribution of ‘$FTCH’ for the week from 12/01 to 12/09:



Our Limitations
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▪ Although we have developed models and techniques to capture anomalies on social media, we can’t test 
them on actual cases of manipulation.

▪ Twitter API only allows users to retrieve tweets that are 7-8 days old, while sources that contains historical 
tweets requires an expensive membership.

▪ Further, fraudulent tweets are often deleted in a short period of time, therefore it is hard retrieve them. 



Future Work
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▪ Conduct analysis using more granular tick data. Prior research (Li, 2017) suggests this is not as effective, but it 
would nonetheless be a useful avenue for exploration if data could be obtained in a cost-effective manner.

▪ Expand the usage of news and social – media sources for volume and sentiment analysis. Historical social 
media data was too expensive to obtain, but twitter and stocktwits data are likely to be very useful.

▪ Expand the use of textual data beyond sentiment analysis using NLP. 

▪ Utilize stock market returns (SPX, RTY) and volatility (VIX) returns to filter out false positives in cases in 
manipulation. Abnormal price or volume detection could just be a result of volatile market days.

▪ Incorporate Bloomberg economic announcement data as a signal or filter for manipulation. We never fully 
made use of the over 20k+ events data we have.

▪ Locate more recent examples of stock manipulation such as in the past year or two. The corresponding market 
data for these events would be much easier to acquire and so would the data from the social/news aspect.

▪ Identify other forms of stock manipulation. In our project, we mainly focused on pump-and-dump. However, 
there are other forms of abnormal behaviour out there that have not been fully investigated.

▪ Download company filings data from the SEC EDGAR website, which contain registration statements, quarterly 
reports, shareholder information, etc. Many stock movements might be explained by such filings which are 
available to the public.
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APPENDIX



Description

Models

Cost/ Benefit

Time series anomaly detection Subsequence anomaly detection

▪ Compare time series to model time 

series 

▪ K Nearest Neighbors (KNN)

▪ Support Vector Machines (SVM)

▪ Random Forest

▪ Naïve Bayes

▪ Contextual Anomaly Detection (CAD)

▪ Requires significant amount of 

(preferably) labeled data

▪ Recall is mediocre (~40% recall) even in 

in lab tests

▪ Largely stale problem with 

improvements likely to be based on 

better data gathering

▪ Less data intensive – can work on a 

single time series

▪ Recall can be high, but precision is low 

(will cure by addition of social media/ 

other data)

▪ State of the art problem with new 

solutions currently in development 

based on deep learning  

▪ Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)

▪ Convolutional Neural Nets (CNN)

▪ Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)

▪ Detect anomalous patterns within 

segment of a time series 

Review: time series vs. subsequence anomaly detection
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Example Anomaly Detection: ARYC

According to the complaint on the SEC website, ARYC was manipulated during March 2, 2020 to April 13 by 

means of pump-and-dump and spoofing. Below are visualizations of the EOD data from 02/01/2020 to 

05/01/2020, with the red regions/lines representing known cases of market manipulation. 



Example Anomaly Detection: ARYC

Below are comparisons of known cases of manipulation (red) to anomalies identified by simple statistical models 

(blue). 



Example Anomaly Detection: ARYC

Below are comparisons of known cases of manipulation (red) to anomalies identified by simple statistical models 

(blue). 
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Distribution of features - ARYC



Possible Extension- Predicting 
days likely to be manipulated

▪ We labeled each day with 1 and 0, 1 if market manipulation happened

▪ 63.7% of the days happened market manipulation

▪ Then, we can turn the question into a classification problem: identifying/predicting the 

probabilities that a day likely to happen market manipulation

▪ Optionally, we can also count the number of 1s as an additional feature



Possible Extension- Predicting 
days likely to be manipulated

Logistic Regression

Naive Bayes

Random Forest



Detecting Stock Market Manipulation Using Supervised Learning Algorithms - Zaiane

▪ Dataset from Diaz et. al., based on cases through SEC during 2003

- 8 manipulated stocks

- 25 similar stocks and 31 dissimilar stocks
- 175,738 hourly transactional data

▪ Experiment with a few supervised learning algorithms
- F2 score as metric, penalize false negatives more
- Naive Bayes performs the best but precision is quite low 

Literature summary
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